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They brought a diversity of discussion to TEDxReno stage today.

And that’s precisely what organizers wanted: something they could take away, whether it was something funny,
or as controversial as nuclear-made electricity or as ethereal as traveling to the ends of the earth to find
oneself.

The first of 22 speakers on the day-long program inside Reno’s Lear Theater was Matt Schultz, whose theme
was “Finding Flow Through the Difficult Years.”

“We are in the future. We have all the tools and talent to do whatever we dream,” said Schultz, executive
director of The Generator, a Sparks experimental art and social space, and lead artist for The Pier Group, an artist collective.

Zach Karmiol, a Ph.D student in material science and engineering at the University of Nevada, Reno, posed the scenario of nuclear-generated power as
a clean alternative to carbon-emitting fossil fuels.

Citing his short allotted time on stage, he said, “Ten minutes is not long enough to change long-held beliefs, but maybe open ears and eyes a little bit. If
we are to be responsible citizens, we have to look at new options – carbon-neutral energy.”

Seattle architect Erik Hatch said building designs are a reflection of people, and cities, in which half of the world’s population now lives, will see more
creative designs in time.

“Cities are living organisms,” he said. “We’ll see amazing skyscrapers and mixed-use residential designs.”

Of Reno, he said, “Your downtown is remarkable with the Riverwalk, amphitheaters. It hasn’t reached its potential.”

Reno native and noted comedian K-von joked about his Iranian roots but also scored laughs with his take on the long-popular topic among Nevadans of
out-of-staters’ mispronunciation of the state.

“It’s the only state that’s mispronounced,” he said, adding that you never hear “Nebrawska,” or “Alawska – which is next to Canawda.”

K-von’s and others’ presentations all helped add an element of thoughtfulness to the second annual TED (Technology, Entertainment and Design) event,
said TEDx Reno co-organizer Doug Erwin.

“It’s all about ideas, and the power of one person on a group and the impact on community,” he said. “The idea is to inspire you with lots of ideas. It’s
what are you passionate about. Ideas are at the root of inspiration.”

Among the audience, Kristin Gandolfo of Reno felt the TEDx passion.

“It opens your eyes to things you don’t usually think about. With our day-to-day pressures, it’s so chaotic we don’t have time to think, ” she said.

David Branby said the opening speakers got him thinking with their range of issues and visuals above the stage that included Burning Man and nuclear
energy images.

“That was sort of jarring to me,” he said. “But whether you agree or not, it’s an open forum for ideas where you can relax a little bit. I like the variety. We
had laughter, inspiration. It’s the reason you come. It’s a marketplace of ideas.”

MORE ON TEDXRENO 2014

www.tedxreno.com (http://www.tedxreno.com/)
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Read more “Reno Rebirth” coverage and see video related to the TEDxReno event on RGJ.com/business/reno-rebirth.
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